
L4   Charles   Lane
New   York,   N.Y.    10014
January   24,1978

TO   ORGANIZERS   AND   NATIONAL   COMMITTEE   MEMBERS

Dear  Comrades,

Enclosed  is  a  letter  to  Nathan  Karp  of  the  So-
cialist  Labor  Party,   and  a  copy  of  an  article  by  Karp
from  the  Weekly  People.     The  letter  to  Karp  is  the
first  of  several  to  be  sent  to  the  SLP  outlining  our
positions  on  key  questions.

The  letter  to  Karp  should  not  be  circulated
outside   the   SWP.

Comradely,

*<.=n.a.^n    ©Syd  Stapleton
for  the  Political
Condttee



(Typed  on  letterhead)

January   19,1978

Nathan  Karp
Socialist  Labor  Party
914   Industrial  Avenue
Palo  Alto,   California     94303

Dear  Comrade  Karp,

As  we  have  noted  before,  we  think  there  is  a  growing
convergence  in  the  views  of  the  Socialist  Workers  Party
and  the  Socialist  Labor  Party.     In  our  opinion,  this  con-
vergence  is  ref lected  in  our  increasingly  common  approach
to  the  demands   and  movements  of  the  oppressed.     We   find
this  to  be  true  in  areas  as  diverse  as  the  fight  for  the
ERA,   independence   for  Puerto  Rico,   affirmative  action,
nuclear  power,  the  fight  to  democratize  the  Steelworkers
union,   and  others.

But,  of  course,  what  makes  our  convergence  on  these
political  questions  most  significant  i8  our  agreement  on
the  need  for  a  revolutionary  Marxist  party  of  the  working
class.     We  both  see  such  a  party  as  crucial  to  the  over-
throw  of  capitalism,   the  establishment  of  democratic  or-
gans  of  workers  power,   and  the  building  of  socialism.

As  Marxists,  we  understand  that  Socialism  can  only
be  established  through  the  conscious,  collective  action
of  the  workers  themselves.     But  we  also  know  that  social-
ist  consciousness  is  not  a  spoptaneoug  outgrowth  of  the
workers'   struggle  for  better  conditions  of  life  under
capitalism.     Without  the  understanding  of  capitalism  and
the  revolutionary  program  that  a  Marxist  party  provides,
the  workers'  movement  would  be  limited  to  defensive
struggles  until  the  decay  of  capitalism  reduced  civiliza-
tion  to  barbarism  or  radioactive  dust.

The  SWP  and  the  SLP  also  agree  that  the  character  of
capitalist  society  determines  much  about  the  character  of
our  parties.     Specifically,  the  power  and  centralization  of
the  capitalist  class  dictate  that  the  revolutionary  party
be  centralized  and  nationwide.     It  must  appeal  to,  champion
the  struggles  of ,   and  include  in  its  ranks  and  leadership,
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all  strata  of  the  workers  and  the  oppressed.

We   also  share   a  commitment  to  internat.ionalism.     Of
course,  internationalism  is  not  an  article  of  faith--it
reflects  the  necessarily  international  character  of  the
socialist  program.     It  is  an  active  affirmation  of  the
common  interests  of  workers   around  the  world.     In  that
light  we  were  especially  encouraged  by  the  evolution
of  the  SLP's   views   on  Vietnam.

We  share  some  other  important  ideas  on  the  nature
of  the  party  and  the  needs  of  our  class.     Unlike  both
the  Stalinists  and  Social  Democrats,  we  do  not  believe
the  interests  of  the  working  class  should  be  subordinated
to  the  needs  of  any  bureaucracy,  whether  in  the  AFL-CIO,
the  Soviet  Union,   or  China.

We  both  believe  that  party  members  must  democratically
decide  party  policy  and  select  party  leadership.     Unlike
the  Social  Democrats,  we  reject  the  notion  of  an  ''all-
inclusive"  socialist  party.    We  both  stand  for  a  party
clearly  based  on  a  consistent  revolutionary  program`,

We  have  both  avoided  the  sectarian  error  of  ignoring
the  opportunities  presented  by  the  capitalist  electoral
arena  for  socialist  education.

The  SWP  and  the  SLP  reject  the  notion  that  the
workers  have  any  interests  in  common  with  the  bosses.
We  don't  stand  with  "protectionist"  capitalists  against"free  trade"  capitalists.  We  reject  capitalist  "wage
and  price"   controls  as  the  answer  to  inflation.    We
don't  think  American  workers  should  sacrifice  to  im-
prove  "their"  capitalists'   competitive  position  in  the
world  market.

We  both  emphatically  reject  the  notion  that  the
Democratic  or  Republican  parties  of fer  a  way  out  for
American  workers.     We  are   opposed  in rinci |eto
giving  support  to  capitalist  candidates  for  o fice ,
regardless  of  their  stands  on  particular  issues.

We  agree  in  large  measure  on  another  issue  with
implications  for  our  view  of  the  party--the  tasks  of
revolutionaries  in  the  ,Soviet  Union  and  similar  countries.

¥:a:::::£X°:a:ertehoergraenv±°zLautt±±o°nnaorfYt°hveersttharL°±Wn±°zfedthceoubnutrre±aeus-
under  democratic  organs    of  workers'   power.

We  may  disagree  on  whether  the  Soviet  bureaucracy  is
a  ''caste"  or  a  "class,"   and  thus  on  whether  the  revolution
will  be   "political"Or    "social."     We  may  also  disagree
on  the  extent  of  bureaucratization  in  Cuba.     But  these
disagreements  exist  within  our  parties  as  well  as  between
them.     They  do  not,   ±n  our  opinion,  exclude  the  possibility
of  reaching  agreement  on  the  kind  of  party  American  workers
need  to  establish  socialism.
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We  have   a  similar  approach  to  questions   that   lay  at  the
basis  of  splits   in  the  First,  Second,   and  Third  Internationals.
This   fact  is  worth  serious  consideration.

Of  course,   agreement  on  some   central  questions   relating
to  the  character  and  role  of  a  revolutionary  party  doesn't
rule  out  disagreements  on  others.

Some  SLP   comrades  may   feel  that  one   such  disagreement
exists  because  we   in  the  SWP  embrace   Lenin's   (and  Trotsky's)
concept  of  the  vanguard  party  as  the  most  advanced  expression
of  the  revolutionary  consciousness  of  the  workers  and  an
indispensable  instrument  in  the  overthrow  of  capitalism  by
the  working  class.

But  we  think  there  may  be  more  misunderstanding  than
disagreement  on  this  point.     We  were  convinced  of  this  after
studying  the  main  points  of  your  article  on  the  role  of  the
party  that   appeared  in  the   December   31,1977  Wweekly  People.

To  begin  with,  we  consider  the  areas  of  agreement  out-
lined  above  to  be  fundamental  planks  in  the  authentic  Leninist
concept  of  a  revolutionary  party.

We   also  think  much  misunderstanding  of  Lenin's   ideas
has  roots  in  the  totally  false  caricature  of  Leninism  ad-
vanced  by  the  Stalinized  Communist  parties  and,   for  their
own  reasons,  the  capitalists  and  their  ideological  mouth-
pieces .

Both  of  our  parties  are  familiar  with  the  fact  that
both  Stalinists  and  capitalists  try  to  equate  l!arxism  with
the   form  of  government .   in  the  Soviet  Union  and  China.     The
capitalists  do  this  to  discredit  Marxism  in  the  eyes  of
the  masses,  while  the  Stalinists  do  it  to  try  to  draw  the
mantle  of  scientific  sociali§m`  around  their  crimes.     But
our  parties  reject  both  these  distortions,   and  defend
Marxism  against  those  who  would  misappropriate   its  name
and  deny  its  substance.

Lenin's  views   are  also  falsified  and  distorted  by  the
Stalinists.     And,   of  course,   the  Stalinists  have  had
eager  Social  Democratic  and  capitalist  accomplices   in
their  ef fort  to  portray  Lenin  as  the  founder  of  the  Soviet
bureaucracy .

But  while  we  obviously  have  our  own  opinions  on
Lenin's  Bolshevik  Party,   reaching  agreement  on  this   is
much  less  urgent  than  reaching  agreement  on  the  kind  of
Marxist  party  needed  in  the  U.S.   today.     If  SLP   comrades
find  the  SWP's  conception  of  the  party  substantially  the
same  as  their  own,  we  could  discuss  the  lessons  of  Bol-
shevik  history  and  the   Russian  revolution  in  a  common
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party .

Perhaps   a  helpful  way  of  outlining  our  ideas   on
the  party  and  its   role  as  a  leadership  of  the  working
class  would  be  to  explain  a  little  about  our  conception
of  leadership.

There   are  some   important  parallels   in  our  ideas  on
party  leadership  and  leadership  of  the  working  class.
1'11  start  with  our  views  on  party  leadership  and  go  on
from  there.

In  our  opinion,   all  parties  have  leaderships  and
leaders.     That  is,  people  who  take  responsibility  for
thinking  out  and  proposing  solutions  to  the  political,
administrative,   and  organizational  challenges  facing
the  party.     Of  course,  within  this  definition,   leader-
ship  has   always  been  a  part  of  the  Marxist  movement.
For  example,   Marx  was  a  leader  of  the  First  Inter-
national,   speaking  and  writing  to  try  to  win  a  ma-
jority  to  his  point  of  view,  on  broad  political
and  theoretical  questj.ons,   as  well  as  on  the  immediate
tasks  of  the  day.

Sometimes  party  leadership  is  bureaucratic,   as  in
the  case  of  the  Stalinist  and  Social  Democratic  parties.
Sometimes   its  existence   is  denied,   as  was  the  case  with
SDS's     "participatory  democracy."     But  SDS's   attempts   to
avoid  the  leadership  question  only  ended  up  obscuring
the   leadership   from  the  members,   and  removing  it  from
conscious-democratic  control.     In   the  name  of  combating
elitism,   SDS   fostered  leadership  by  cliques.     They
forgot  that  when  you  have  a  meeting  without  a  chair-
person,  people  with  loud  voices  can  determine  the  out-
Come .

We  believe  that  consciousness  about  the  role  and
limitations  of  leadership  is  an  indispensable  element
in  constructing    a  revolutionary  organization,  assuring
its  potential  for  growth,  and  protecting  the  rights  of
its  members.     As   a  result  of  this  view,  we  have  spent  a
great  deal  of  time  working  out  our  approach  to  the  train-
ing  and  developmen+.  of  party   leaders,   and  discussing
methods  of  leadership  functioning  and  selection.

This  discussion  has   led,   over  the  history  of  our
party,   to  some  central  conclusions:

Party  leaders  must  be  democratically  selected,   and
they  must  carry  out  policies  discussed  and  determined
by  the  membership.     This  is  not  just  an  idea  that  we
include  in  our  constitution   for  appearance   '   sake.     We
are  convinced  that  only  a  party  based  on  an  educated,
critical  membership,  with  a  leadership  that  reflects
and  has  the    conficlence  of  the  members,   can  meet  the
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challenges   facing  revolutionaries.

Party  leaders  can't  just  be  thinkers,  pondering  the
great   quest]..ons   of   the  day.     They  must  think  out  problems
facing  the  party  on  all  levels,  make  proposals   for  action,
and  guide  the  day-to-day  work  of  the  party.     But  the
existence  of  a  leadership  is  no  substitute  for  the  funda-
mental  responsibility  of  the  membership  for  determining
the  policies  and  the  work  of  the  party.

Party  democracy  is  what   assures  membership  control.
Our  conventions   are  preceded  by  at  least  three  months  of
discussion,   during  which  any  member  can  submit  any  article
for  publication  in  pre-convention  Discussion  Bulletins,
which  are  circulated  to  the  entire  membership.     Resolutions
are  drawn  up  on  key  political  questions,   and  counter-
resolutions  or  amendments  can  be  submitted  to  the  Bulletins.
Discussions  are  then  held  in  every  branch  of  the  party,   and
delegates   are  elected  on  the  basis  of  the  branch  members'
views  on  the  key  resolutions.     At  the  convention,  delegates,
after  more  discussion,  vote  on  resolutions  on  questions
they  wish   to  consider.

It  is  only  after`this  discussion  and  vote  that  a  party
leadership  is  elected  to  carry  out  the  policies  adopted  by
the  convention.     As  part  of  this  process,  members  not  only
have  the  right  to  elect  new  leaders,  but  they  can  also  form
ideological  tendencies  to  argue  for  a  particular  position.
Members  can  even  form  f actions  to  fight  to  throw  out  the
old  leadership  and  replace  it  with  one  based  on  a  different
political  perspective.

Revolutionary  Marxists  in  the  United  States   face  a
ruthless  and  cunning  opponent--the  most  powerful  capitalist
class  in  history.     This  fact  dictates  another--that  the
revolutionary  party  must  be  ideologically  cohesive,   and
capable  of  concentrating  its  forces  in  action.     Its  leader-
ship  must  have  the  authority  to  make  decisions  in  the  heat
of  struggle.     But  revolutionary  leadership  authority  must
be  based  on  the  ability  to  persuade  and  politically  inspire,
not  on  bureaucratic  power.     It  must  be  based  on  a  conscious
membership  that  elects  representative  individuals  from  its
ranks  to  serve  as  a  party  general  staff .

Development  of  the  theoretical  and  political  skills
of  party  members  is  important  from  another  point  of  view.
A  revolutionary  party  must  be  capable  of  rapid,  even  ex-
plosive  growth.     For  a  party  to  be  able  to  grow,   it  must
be  constantly    educating  its  members  in  the  historical
experience  of  the  workers'   movement,   developing  new  leaders,
and  giving  them  opportunities  to  test  their  leadership  skills
and  initiatives  in  practice.

This  means  party   leadership  must  be  an  open,  not  a
closed,   institution.     It  must  not  become  a  self-perpetuating
clique,  but  to  the  contrary,  must  be  replenished  and
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expanded  by  new  people  who  are  tested  in  struggle.      It  must
be   inclusive,   not  exclusive.     Every  party  member  must  be
given   an  opportunity  and  encouraged  to  take  on  as  much
responsibility  as  he  or  she  is  willing  to  assume.     Special
efforts  must  be  made  to  ensure  that  party  leadership  ref lects
the  national  and  sexual  composition  of  the  party  and  the
working  class.

From  all  these  considerations  it  follows  that  party
leadership  cannot  be  the  responsibility  of  a  few  specialists
or   "stars"  who  supposedly  have   all  the   answers.     To  meet  our
needs,  party  leadership  must  be  a  team  effort,   drawing  to-
gether  individuals  with  a  range  ofiEEengths  and  weaknesses.
This   is   the  only  way  to  maximize   the  number  of  people  who
can  be  drawn  into  leadership  responsibilities,  while  ensuring
the  most  effective  use  of  their  talents.

Another  aspect  of  our  view  of  party  leadership  ref lects
our  commitment  to  building  a  party  of  professional  revolu-
tionaries--people whose`   lifetime  commitment  and  first  loyalty
is  to  revolutionary  socialism  and  the  party.     Party  leaders
especially,  regardlessof  how  they  make  their  living,  must
be  dedicated  to  building  and  defending  the  party  above  any
other  personal  considerations.

Although  the  terminology  may  be  different,  our  goals
in  the  area  of  party  leadership  are  probably  not  so  far
apart.     I've  spent  so  much  time  on  the  subject,  however,
because  I  think  it's  important  to  show  that  conscious
attention  to  party  leadership  can  strengthen,  rather  than
sacrifice,  party  democracy.     One  can  even  think  of  party
leadership  as  the  vanguard  of  the  party  without  giving  an
inch  to  elitism  or  bureaucracy.

The  same  is  true  in  thinking  of  the  revolutionary
party  as  the vanguard  Qr  aspiri-ng   leadership  of  the  working
class .

The  role  of  the  revolutionary  party  as  the  leadership
of  the  workers'   struggle   for  socialism  has  been  a  concern
of  our  movement  since  its   founding.     The   first  line  of  the
founding  document  of  the  Fourth  International,   "The  Death
Agony  of  Capitalism  and  the  Tasks  of  the  Fourth  International"
by  Leon  Trotsky,   reads,   "  The  world  political  situation
as  a  whole  is  chiefly  characterized  by  a  historical  crisis
of  the  leadership  of  the  proletariat."     We  think  this
sentence  is   as  true  now  as   it  was  when  written  in   1938.
What   do  we  mean  by   it?

First,  we  believe  that  the  objective  conditions  for
socialist  revolution  have  existed  in  ripened  form  on  a
world  scale   since  the  First  World  War.     Capitalism  has  no
remaining  progressive  role  in  the  development  of  human
civilization.     To  the  contrary,   it  staggers   from  crisis
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to  crisis,   from  war  to  depression,   posing  a  greater  and
greater  threat  to  the  well-being  of  the  workers  of  the
world  and  even  threatening  life  on  the  planet.

The  economic,   social  and  political  crises  in  the
advanced  capitalist  countries  of  Europe  and  North  America
have  opened  great  opportunities   for  revolutionary  advances.
Nevertheless,   the  workers  have  been  set  back  by  defeat
after  defeat.     These  range   from  the  collapse  of  the  German
revolution  of  1918-1919,  to  the  victory  of  the  Nazis  in
1933,   to  the  defeat  of  the  Spanish  workers   in  the  Civil
War,   to  the  consolidation  of  the  American  labor  bureaucracy,
to  the  Stalinist  and  Social  Democratic  betrayal  of  European
workers   after  World  War  11,   to  the  dispersal  of  the  French
mass  movement  of  1968   and  failure  of  the  more   recent  Portuguese
upsurge  to  bring  the  working  class  to  power.

In  our  view  these  defeats  have  not  been  due  to  the
strength  and  vitality  of  capitalism  or  its  repressive
apparatus.     To  the  contrary,  the  big  capitalist  nations
have  been  battered  by  war,  the  colonial  revolution  and  the
decreasing  profitability  of  their  own  system.     It  has  been
the  absence  of  mass  revolutionary  parties  at  the  crucial
time  that  has  allowed  the  opportunities  for  the  abolition
of  capitalist  rule  to  pass  by,  and  let  the  capitalist
regimes  restabilize  themselves   for  a  time.

We  see  the  question  of  the  party,  of  revolutionary
leadership,   as  the  central  problem  on  the  way  to  the
workers'   conquest  of  power.     Not  only  is  the  party  the
central  and  necessary  element  in  conveying  revolutionary
theory  to  the  workers,  but  it  is  the  repository  of  the
historical  experience  of  the  world  working  class.     It  not
only  transmits  revolutionary  theory  to  the  workers,  but
it  transmits  the  historical  lessons  of  the  experience  of
the  workers'   movement.     It  not  only  points  to  socialism
as  the  solution  to  the  workers'   problems,  but  helps  show
them  how  to  get   there.

This  means,   in  our  opinion,  that  the  party  goes  wrong
if  it  just  tries  to  lead  the  workers  by  pointing  out  the
dead-end  nature  of  capitalism  and  the  advantages  of  socialism.
It  must  also  take  responsibility,  on  the  basis  of  its  under-
standing  of  theory  and  history,   for  providing  guidance
in  the  day-to-day  combat  of  the  class  struggle.     To  do  this
it  must    be  .immersed  in  the  workers.   movement  and  its  struggles,

I:a:::n:e:#t:::so:e:::oEi:gsi::r:::::? ,  8:!yg::n:Egse:E;rience
can  a  revolutionary  party  win  the  confidence  of  the  workers
and  win  the  best  of  them  to  its  ranks.

We   agree  with  the  quotation   from  Rosa  Luxemburg  that
you  included  in  your  December  31  article,  that  the  revolu-
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tionary  party  is   "the  most  resolute  part  of  the  proletariat..."
We   also  agree  that  it  cannot  and  must  not  attempt  to  substitute
itself  for  the  working  class.

It  should  be  stressed  that  both   Rosa  Luxemburg  and  Trotsky,
who  were  opposed  to  Lenin's   concept  of  the  party  at  various
points  prior  to  the  October  Revolution,   changed  their  views  on
Bolshevism  as   a  result  of  the  experiences  of  1917.     In   fact,
Rosa  Luxemburg,   even  before   Lenin,   launched  a  fight  against
the  Cserman  Social  Democracy's   concept  of  the  party  and  party
leadership.     In  contrast  to  the  stultifying  Social  Democratic
bureaucracy,she  championed  the  self-action  of  the  toiling
masses.     But  did  this  negate  the  need  for  a  vanguard  party?

Luxemburg's  views   are   apparent  in  her  1918  pamphlet  on
the  Russian   revolution   (Rosa  Luxembur
press,   pp.   367-395).     whIlrs
with  aspects  of  Bolshevik  policy

Speaks ,   Pathfinder
strong  disagreements

after  the  October  Revolu-
tion,   the  mature  Rosa  Luxemburg  made  it  clear  in  this  pamphlet
that  she  agreed  with  the  role  the  Bolshevik  Party  played  in
the  workers'   struggle   for  power  in  Russia.

It's  worth  quoting  her  remarks  on  the  subject  at  some
length :

"Thus  it  is  clear  that  in  every  revolution
only  that  party  is  capable  of  seizing  the  leader-
ship  and  power  which  has   the  courage  to  issue  the
appropriate  watchwords  for  driving  the  revolution
ahead,   and  the  courage  to  draw  all  the  necessary
conclus.ions   from  the  situation. . .

•'The  party  of  Lenin  was   the  only  one  which
grasped  the  mandate  and  duty  of  a  truly  revolu-
tionary  party  and  which,  by  the  slogan--'All
power  in  the  hands  of  the  proletariat  and  peasantry'--insured  the  continued  development  of  the  revolu-
tion .

"Thereby  the  Bolsheviks   solved  the   famous
problem  of  "winning  a  majority  of  the  people,'
which  problem  has  ever  weighed  on  the  German
social  democracy  like   a  nightmare.     As  bred-
in-the-bone  disciples  of  parliamentary  cretinism,
these  German  social  democrats  have   sought  to  apply
to  revolutions  the  homemade  wisdom  of  the  par-
liamentary  nursery:   in  order  to  carry  anything,
you  must   first  have   a  majority.     The  same,   they
say,   applies  to  revolution:   first  let's  become
a   "majority'.I.    The  true   .dial`ectic   of  revolutions,
however,   stands  this  wisdom  of  parliamentary  moles
on  its  head:  not  through  a  majority  to  revolutionary
tactics,  but  through  revolutionary  tactics  to  a
majority--that  is  the  way  the  road  runs.
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"Only   a  party  which  knows   how  to   lead,   that   is,
to  advance  things,  wins   support  in  stormy  times.
The  determination  with  which,   at  the   decisive  moment,
Lenin  and  his   comrades  of fered  the  only  solution  which
could  advance  things   (' all  power  in  the  hands  of  the
proletariat  and  peasantry` ) ,   transformed  them
almost  overnight  from  a  persecuted,   slandered,
outlawed  minority  whose  leader    had  to  hide  like  Marat
in  cellars,   into  the  absolute  master  of  the  situacion...

"Whatever  a  Party   could  offer  of  courage,   revolu-
tionary  farsightedness  and  consistency  in  a  historic
hour,   Lenin,   Trotsky  and  the  other  comrades  have
given  in  good  measure.     All  the  revolutionary  honor
and  capacity  which  western  social  democracy  lacked
was   represented  by  the  Bolsheviks.     Their  October
uprising  was  not  only  the  actual  salvation  of  the
Russian  Revolution;   it  was  also  the  salvation  of
the  honor  of  international  socialism."

(Bg±L±  Luxemburg   Spe_3_ks,   pp.    374-375)

And  of  course,  there  is  conclusive  evidence  that  she
took  these  words  to  heart.     In  the  midst  of  the  German
revolution,   she  led  the   formation  of  the  German  Comlnunist
Party.

There  is  plenty  of  time  to  discuss  her  criticisms
of  the  Bolsheviks'   post-October  policy--on  the  Constituerit
Assembly,   land  reform,   self-determination  of  nations  and
so   forth.     But  these  do  not  bear  on  Lenin's   (and  Luxemburg's)
developed  views  on  the  mass  working-class  party  as  a  necessary
instrument  of  socialist  revolution.

We  agree  with  your  article  when  it  points  out  that  a
revolutionary  party  cannot  be  substitutionist,  manipulative
or  self-appointed.     Clearly,  there  have  been  parties  that
functioned  that  way,   including  Stalinists  and  Social.  Demo-
crats.     These  two  Varietiesof  reformism  have  placed  power-
ful  obstacles  in  the  way  of  the  mobilization  of  workers'
power,  steering  workers'   organizations  in  the  direction
of  accommodation  with  their  own  ruling  class.

How  would  a  mass  revolutionary  party  differ  from
the  leadership  offered  the  workers'   movement  by  the
Stalinists   and  Social-Democrats?

First  and  foremost   ,   a  mass  revolutionary  party  will
be  distinguished  by  its  program--for  the  overturn  of  capital-
ism.     A  revolutionary  party  must  also  understand  that  the
dislodging  of  powerful  capitalist  ruling  classes  can  be
achieved  by  nothing  less  than  massive,   self-acting,   class
conscious  mobilization  of  the  working-Glass   and  its  allies.

Unlike  the  Stdlinists,   labor  bureaucrats,   and  other
reformists  who  see  the  workers'   movement  as   a  pawn  to  use
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in  their  negotiations  with  the  capitalists,   revolutionaries
work  toward  the   independent  mobilization  of  the  working  class,
in  its  own  interests,  on  the  political  and  economic  field.
We  urge  workers  to  adopt  demands   that  lead  in  the  direction
of  workers'   control  of  production,   aiid  that  promote  unity  of
the  working  class  in  defense  of  the  most  oppressed.

In  periods  of  crisis,   revolutionaries  will  be  the  most
consistent   advocates  and  partisans  of  organs  of  struggle
independent  of  the  capitalist  class.     These  organs  of
struggle,  whatt?ver  they  are   called   (Soviets,  workers
committees,   Socialist  Industrial  Unions, `etc,) ,would  be
the  instrument  for  united  action  by  the  workers.     They
would  have   a  form  determined  by  the  evolution  of  the  struggle.
They  might  first  spring  up,   in  some  places,  within  the
shell  of  existing  industrial  unions.     On  the  other  hand,
they  might  first  appear  alongside  of  and  independent  from
the   unions.     Among  these   committees  might  be  neighborhoocl
organizations  of  struggle--which  could  easily  arise  in  areas
of  mass   unemployment,   especially  Black  communities   and  barrios.

We  don't  know  the  exact   form  these  embryonic  councils,
soviets  or  SIUs  will  ,take.     But  we  think  it  is  obvious,  on
the  basis  of  historical  experience,  that  they  will  not
necessarily  be  led  by  revolutionaries  from  the  start.     While
we  know  from  historical  experience  that  such  committees  are
the  embryo  of  a  powerful  instrument  that  can  overthrow
capitalism  and  form  a  workers'   government,   the  workers
don't  start  out  with  that  idea  in  mind.     If  that  was  the
case,   the  job  of  revolutionaries  would  be  simple.

Experience  teaches  that  workers'   committees  that
represent  anything  quickly  become  an  arena  for  program-
matic  struggle  among  the  various  tendencies  in  the  workers
movement.     Reformists   and  ultralefts     dori't  abandon.the   field
simply  because  workers   committees  have   been   formed.

A  key  task  of  revolutionaries  would  be  to  work  within
these  committees,  to  help  them  offer  leadership  to  the
working  class  and  its  potential  allies,  to  combat  the
machinations  of  the  reformists  and  ultralefts,  and  finally,
as  these  con`mittees  acquired  support  of  broad  sections  of
the  population,  to  encourage  them  to  take  hold  of  the  job
of  organizing  and  operating  industry  and  society  in  the
interests  of  working  people.

At  this  particular  point,  the  role  of  a  revolutionary
party  will  be  just  as  crucial  as  it  is  in  showing  the  way
forward  inf earlier  stages  of  the  struggle.     Revolutionary
workers,   as  the  most  conscious  and  resolute  section  of  their
class,  will  attempt  to  provide  guidance   (leadership)   on  the
questions  of  politics  and  practice  facing  the  workers
committees.     This  does  not  mean  that  the  revolutionary  party
is  elitist  and  manipulative--any  more  than  the  leadership
of  a  party,  which  performs  much  the  same   function,   is
necessarily  bureaucratic.
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The  revolutionary  party,   in  our  opinion,   will  be  the
most  organized  and  disciplined  expression  of  revolutionary
sentiment  in  the  working  class.     It  will  thus  be  indispen-
sable  in  the  construction  of  the  general  staf f  of  the  rev-
olution.

The  1918-1919  German  revolution  is  particularly  instruc-
tive  from  this  point  of  view.     By  most  accounts,   soviet-type
formations  were  very  widespread  in  Germany  during  this  period
--perhaps  even  more  than  in  Russia  in  1917.     The  workers'
councils  were  dominated  by  reformist  parties  and  leaders.
But  there  was  obviously  no  lack  of  revolutionary  sentiment
among  the  workers--what  the  sentiment  lacked  was  an  organized
and  conscious  expression,   competing  for  the  allegiance  of  the
workers  and  the  leadership  of  the  councils.     This  is  the
problem  Rosa  Luxemburg  spent  her  last  days  trying  to  resolve
by  building  the  German  Communist  Party.

We  regard  the  idea  of  a  revolutionary  party  competing
for  the  allegiance  of  the  workers  as  the  essence  of  Leninism.
We  don't  think  that  it  means  that  party  makes  the  revolution
in  the  name  of  the  workers.     We  think  it  would  be  im
for  the  workers  to  take

ossible
ower   from  a owerful  ca italist  class

in  any  way  other  than  the  independent,  educated,   class-
conscious  mobilization  of  the  resources  of  the  entire  class.

Lenin  shed  some  light  on  this  point  in  October  1917,   in
the  midst  of  a  developing  revolution:

''To  be  successful  the  uprising  must  be  based
not  on  a  conspiracy,  not  on  a  party,  but  on  the
advanced  class.     This  is  the  first  point.     The  up-
rising  must  be  based  on  a  revolutionary  upsurge  of
the  people.     This  is  the  second  point.     The  upris-
ing  must  be  based  on the  crucial oint  in  the  his-
tory  of  the  maturing  revolution,  when  the  activity
of  the  vanguard  of  the  people  is  at  its  height,  when
the  vacillations  in  the  ranks  of  the  enemies,   and  in
the  ranks  of  the  weak,  half-hearted,
of  the  revolution  are  at  their  hi

undecided  f riends
hest oint.     This

is  the  third  point.    It is  in  pointing  out  these  three
conditions  as  a  way  of  approaching  the  question  of  an
uprising,   that  Marxism  differs   from  Blanquism."

(Collected  Works,   Volume   XXI,   page   224   -Moscow,1932.
Emphasis  in  original.)

We  don't  regard  our  view  of  the  revolutionary  party's
role  in  the  establishment  of  socialism  as  in  any  way  in
conflict  with  the  main  points  of  your  December  31  article,
as  I  mentioned  before.     Nevertheless,   one  section  of  the
article  indicates  that  you  feel  Lenin  would  have  rejected
the  ideas  you  express.     We  think  such  an  evaluation  of
Lenin's  ideas  would  be  wrong.     The  central  ideas  you  express
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seem  quite   compatible  with  what  we   say  in  our  resolutions
and  other  programmatic  documents.

Of  course,  there  is   the  question  of  whether  or  not
the  actions  of  the  Bolshevik  party  after  1917  laid  the
ground  for  Stalinism.  We  do  not  think  so.     But  there  is
no  SWP   requirement.   that  members   agree  with  all  the  actions
of   the  Bolsheviks   between  1917   and  1923.     Much   debate   on
this  question  can  be  left  to  historians  of  the  workers
movement.     Our  whole  tradition  and  history  has  been  rooted
in  a  defense  and  explication  of  the  basic
of  what  the  Bolsheviks  tried  to  build.

strategic  correctness

But  we  do  have  a  view  of  what  the   role  of  the  revolu-
tionary  partrshould  be  in  a  workers'   government,   and  `.,-hat
that  government  should  look   like.     We  sometimes  use  different
terminology   from  you.     For  example,   in  discussing  the
dictatorship  of  the  proletariat,  we  often  use  the  terms"workers  state"  of   "workers   government."     By  those  terms  we
mean   "an  industrial  government         composed  of  councils  of
workers  democratically  elected  from  the  industries  and
social  services."      (Nathan  Karp,   Weekl
31,1977.)      We   also   agree   that   "t

le,   December
ere  is  no  need  or  justi-

fication  for  any  separate  governmental  structure;   no  need
for  a  political  state  aside   from  the  SIU."      (Same  source.)

As  we've  mentioned  before,  we  do  disagree  completely
with  the   idea^pexpressed  in  some  SLP  material,   that  the
revolutionary  party  must  dissolve  on  the  day  of  the  revolu-
tion.     After  all,   divisions  within  the  working  class,   and
even  classes,  won't  disappear  overnight.     The  working
class  is   a  complex  social  phenomenon,  with  many  different
strata,   composed  of  different  racial  and  national  groupings.
The  impact  and  heritage  of  capitalist  society  on  this  class,
including  racism,   sexism  and  all  sorts  of  other  reactionary
baggage,  won't  vanish  overnight.     Capitalism  will  bequeath
the  workers 'government  shortages ,  problems  of  distribution ,
and  a  desperate  layer  of  farmers,   small  shopkeepers  and
other  petty  bourgeois  elements.     The  world  situation  will
not  be  simple.

All  these  factors   (and  others)   guarantee  that  there
will  be  debate  in  the  workers  councils  or  SIUs  or  whatever
they  are  called.     Disparate  social  layers  and  points  of
view  will  be  reflected  in  parties.     Should  parties  be  out-
lawed?    We  don't  think  so--we  think  the  way  to  ensure  a
revolutionary  course   for  the  workers'   government  is  through
debate,  through  winning  workers  to  revolutionary  ideas,  not
bureaucratic  suppression.     We  think  it  would  be  a  fatal
mistake  to  deny  anyone,   especially  the  most  revolutionary
workers,     the  right  to  form  or  maintain  a  party  as  an  or-
ganized  expression  of  their  point  of  view.

We  don't  think  parties,   any  more  than  leaderships,
automatically  create  bureaucratism.     In  fact,  we  think
the  revolutionary  party  will  be  a  crucial  element  in
defending  and  extending  workers'   democracy.     It  will,
for  example,   advance  and  defend  proposals   for  the  right
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to  immediate  reca.i.i  of  all  officials  of  the  workers'   govern-
ment,   and  for  a  limit  on  government  salaries  to  the  level  of
a  skilled  worker.          It  will  be  a  staunch  defender  of  basic
democratiL`  .'_:ghts,  because   of  its   thorough  understanding  of
the  dangers   to  the  working  class  inherent  in  their  abrogation.

We   dcn't  see  how  it  would  advance  the   fight  against
bureaucratism  to  put  formal  restrictions  on  the  right  of
revolutionary  workers   to  have   an  organized  party  to  maximize
their  influence  in  the  workers'   government.

Of  course,   as  Marxists,  we  think  that  the  workers'
government  itself  will  be  a  transitional  phenomenon.     At
a  certain  point,  the  productive  capacity  of  society  becomes
sufficient  to  eliminate  scarcity.     When  that  happens,
dictatorship  of  the  proletariat,  or  workers  government,
or  the  workers   state   "dies  out,¥  or   "withers  away."     Obviously,
the  need  for  a  combat  party  of  revolutionary  workers  would''die  out"  too,  perhaps  even  faster  than  the  government.

In  any  case,   divisions  over  the  precise  nature  of
the  revolutionary  party's  role  after  the  revolution  seem,
to  us,   a  little  premature.     This  seems  especially  true
when  we  already  hold  in  common  an  abiding  abhorrence   for
the  Stalinist  caricature  of  workers'   rule,   and  a  commitment
to  workers'   democracy  and  the  sovereignty  of  the  organs
of  workers'   power.

To  try  to  sum  up,  twe  think  that  labor  bureaucrats,
Stalinists  and  other  reformist  "leaders"  are  bureaucratic,
not  because  they  are  leaders,  but  because  their  interests
and  politics  make  them  opposed  to  the  idea  of  a  self-mobilized,
politically  independent,educated  and  critical  working  class.
Revolutionary  leaders,   in  our  opinion,   are  people  who  play  an
opposite  role  in  their  party  and  in  the  class.  They  promote
independent  class   action,   democracy  in  the  workers'   movement,
education  and  critical  thinking  as  indispensable  elements  of
the  struggle  for  power.

In  our  experience   in  the  labor  movement,   in  the  antiwar
movement,   and  in  the  organizations   and  struggles  of  women,
Blacks,   Chicanos,   and  students,  we  have  found  that  the
broadest  democracy,   the  most  unlimited  discussion,   and
the  broadest  mobilizations  possible  are  the  best  conditions
for  the  spread  of  a  class-struggle  perspective  and  for
the  growth  of  revolutionary   forces.     Some  concrete  experience
with  these  ideas  is   reflected  in  Farrell  Dobbs'bbok§ `on  the
Minneapolis  teamsters.

After  reading  your  article  on  the  Party   in  the  Weekl
People,   I  think  it  is  quite  possible  that  if  we
terminological  differences  and  historical  suspicions,  we
might  well  reach  general  agreement  on  the  role  of  a
revolutionary  party.
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Of  course,   the  problem  is   that  while  we  are  both
aware  of  the  need  for  a  mass  revolutionary  party,  we
don't  yet  have  one.     And  neither  the  SLP  nor  the  SWP
(experience  teaches  us)   will  become  one  simply  by  re-
cruiting  one-by-one  over  the  years.

Not  everyone  coming  to  revolutionary  conclusions
in  the  United  States  will  just  get  the  idea  and  then
start  paying  dues  to  one  of  our  parties.     By  various
routes  other  than  ours,  many  people  and  groups  will
arrive  at  an  understanding  of  the  need  for  revolution-
ary  change.     We  will  have  to  search  out,   talk  with,   and
join  with  these  people.     Fusions  of  revolutionary  forces
will  be  an  inescapable  and  necessary  part  of  building  a
revolutionary  party  in  the  United  States.     If  we  insist
that  membership  in  a  revolutionary  party  must  be  limited
only  to  those  who  agree  on  every  point  of  historical
assessment  and  predictions  about  the  future,  we  will
never  build  the  party  American  workers  need.     This,  of
course,   is  not  to  deny  the  need  for  agreement  on  basic
program--a  question  we  will  deal  with  initially  in  our
next  letter.

We  are  both  aware  of  the  imperative  need  for.  a
revolutionary  Marxist  party.    We  have  a  responsibility,
because  of  that  need,   to  find  out  more  about  the  pos-
sibility  of  a  combination  of  our  forces.    We  think  that
can  best  be  done  by  vigorously  pursuing  common  activities
in  the  mass  movements,   and  by  thorough  discussion  of  our
ideas  and  experiences.
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hood nape Of  Worked  it8 hidorical
tacki., +,,,                                                       I , ,

h thort, the party'. inparfut role
isrfua#cca8ndingiv°er?¥eturit8°¥

E¥:£tfagf:,¥F¥E¥
the  revolutiapary  force, . Dqr q  tbp
h8`pe ingtrurtyt of vorLefr mle. If

#inha_ng.ri#QFfF#ifea#er#y#fii=The i,

It nut be ron€nhcmed tb.a those i8
a   v.st    diff®rczicc   ,betw€cn`   ithe"#inF{:!c8ifrcqurityrfeg:LBffapff

`, and clA&seonecious activity Of a "clco
strugglip8  lor' it.  cm.nclp&tion."
Sociali&t   d®fn.ocr&cy.   Lulcmbuig
corcctly  declared.  must  be  tbc  ac-
¢odpli.hmcnt  of  the   Organized,
chonselou. vordce. , not a dcame
€ behind a lew affiri.I deahi."
Vangunrdism  in¢vifably  contains  the
danger  of  a  proletarian  dictatorfup"tr.a.fomcd  in¢o  a  rystcm  Of  cl.p
nilc baaed on unthinlLing obedicncc- to
the  command. Of lcoders."

A militant party of  eocialian  must

•T=|Con¥:vuci:fofrgcnfringctfgidi
and  Of  bcconing   involved   in   that
gtrugglQ in fact as veu as in words. It
must    avoid    reducing    Marrfu-D®
Iconim to a set of atutract principles
and   formulae.   Towaed   that   end   it
peed. to actnowledgc its obligation to
support, to the e|tent that cap®citie8

and  resources  permit,  the  legitimate
efforts  of  workers  to  improve  their
lives,  relicvc  their  miseries  end  ease
their burdens. As Marx observed in a
letter  to  F.  Bolte  (Nov.  23,  1871):"Where the wor[ing chss is not yet
far     en`ough     advanced     in      its
organi2ndon . to
;OupprigD' i!f9ia#crtake  a  decisive

•. tl® .` collective

power, i.c„ the poutical poser Of the

#t::docn¥88ri\#£atbayan:#:th%
attitude toward qc policy of the ruling
classes.   Oucrwlac, it'  will  remain  a
plaything  in  their hAbdf„.-

But  in meeting this  Obllritiou  the
prrty must not bocom® . purveyor Of

a:or#m##¥:#i:utin¥L±rfuqu.u#
I+eorfu. R.theo, I i* ill inper.five th.t
it   promote   .   clear,   cl.&aoch3clous
under.tapdine  p{  the   a.tur.   of
caritth_.   .„,r_ i. i:`,rty:,t:.  ,.~h,`:  '

Grrited, tp.I i. not an caqr I.ak.
Nor i. it  .` ncvtr ape.  W¢  one not the
first to be cchfrouted " it. A3 Rora

kuve¥:uELg.ffi:piE:frn#:
#:tc®ntpJEL:tELq=tt`;i::d.i„nto

•.-                                i^`'.

ffiT#ffiir¥iEL;EL¥#ii

faH;£*.T¥lm#¥ae##¥
ELErH:REffibepeL#8
to beer iB coeacchco whh eel ap-
porfuride.;  pd (3) tl]e tact  .ad in-

#ut¥g##y::i¥L±Ov:
ovcry  aapect.  w.  mut  Deyor  com-
pDomil. er  "bordh.to our .odallat
prindylea' .ad god for any toDpmry
`#gr. A. Lunnbur8 cx~try

w#fficof£#T*ys!::
only bario frfuc
guLc~ may be Fa

I but aha prticd
chcd. . .It " befu

to  cha8e  after  wh.I  i.  ..pourible'  .c-

=rtdiinit:ungcEid!Pji9t8ho°ufro¥
principlc8.    .nd    by    mean.    of
late.manliL®   b.rtcr,   then   wc  will
Soon   find   ourse]vc8   in   the    same
rituntion  as  the  hunter  who  has  not
only  failed to Slay  the  deer,  but  has
also loci  his 8un in  the  procc8i."

le Of ali»Diqg eontrpt .nd

Dek##dsT;i:=sucherrmsmust
be budt into the baric  progmm  of  a
socialist party. And they arc built into
the    De    Leonist    program    Of    the
Soci.list   Labor   Party.   For   that
progrmn I.e based upon the recognition
add  acceptance  of the  fact  that  the
revolutionary   change   to    scoialilm
must be the claesconsoious act Of the
verhae thcmselvcs.

£f¥|¥|¥g:£|L:2£id¥ffi
pogram Of orpniption th.I wackm
caild impemcnt toverd thin apd.  It

##rin¥gckd:b#u#'c#egp#arsi
view to di.mantling the d.t® wl]p' th6'~haa -, peeer.

¥ifeo¥ffor#=EE
pow.I Of the pml*ri.I, not only to
re.i#_.ttry.`,.;_qrfL._trELre_.&i.njL±pi
croachpein  Of  capitaGsm  qDorc  cf-

:ro¥%e#ng®¥#€;¥:n:g¥ti¥et¥
eponqndq ®quoization ,is the deceive

8 fo edeeie±ig!cr end oper8t®
the   cadeptid ~ industrica   and   scold
]er`deca; it 'd.a e`Iertise the power ud
•p#ro,,h¥pe#u¥::.k®::i:g:,,t,:

#ap%iu±ca#:tF:vid£#
This  i.   the   Dc   Leonist   socialist

induitrial union program, It i. und]de
uid   caeential   to   the   rc`rolutionary
mov.meat  in  the  United  Sqtco.  It
provide.   tb.    basis    onganlzutinal
a(r`icture for con.didating th. na.siva
power Of our cl.8a.  It clc.fly definco
the   socialist   goal.   It   prChAdes   the

:b::¥;£n#:I:£±¥al.F¥oerf¥
whieh to build the new social stru`cture
as .oon  a8 capitalism  is &bdichcd„ ``

Morcover, the  SIU program makes.
clear that it is the workers who must
construct the new societal frm€wok

:SO¥;ulr#ucTLdc:d¥ctffii;
provideS   tbe'  b.Sic.£p_ncdpt   for



workers'    control    of    tbe    entire
ccooomy    and    all    other    essential
elements   of   society.   And   it   is   a
concept  that  enables  the  workers  to
elcrdse, that  control  directly  rather
than through any surrogate prrty that
`rould  contain   the   germs   for   new
ins   of   economic   and   political
edalavcmcnt.   It  provides  for  an  in-
d]istrial   govcmment    composed   of
councils   Of   worLcrs   democratically
dected from the industries land social
aerviccs.

Once       the       workcrs'       mass
ngapization&  arc  in  control  of  the
entire economy and social s(ructuL
and without them prolctari.a control
is  an  iuuSqu-there  is  no  need .or
justific®tion     for   ^ any     Separate
govemmcntal 8tnicturc: no nccd for a
pditical  8t&tc   apart  from  the  §IU.`

ff#Ltth+c=thi:i=ro#b=msofadr®'
qinpr   or   serious.    anticipated   or
ucxp¢ctcd, dl of them will be within

gLcojEL:ityofthesIU8ovc"entto
I The cascncc Of the SLP.a De Lequist

FEc#otfE#favcco¥;£:¢iscoi:#oi:
qd providc8 for the moat democratic
form Of iocial edminidration.  It `is  a
cobcept    c&pablc    Of   -armiring    the
sucoea. not` only Of the revolution.ry
act but of the  revolution  itself.  It. ia.
thor.fore,   .. !olid.   in4iBpc"ible
rewhfopary proqu.     `


